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Let’s discuss how they’re working.
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Vision for Downtown…which is here, just so you can remember what that says.
Last but not least, we have this work that you did in May in response to the question:
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This is a good start.
But there is the wrinkle that you as a committee aren’t actually empowered to do these
things. You are being asked to recommend actions to City Council.
And as we’ve seen from the last several meetings, the City Government isn’t solely
responsible for what occurs in the Downtown.
With that in mind, I’d like to show you a framework that sets up planning for change in an
open network setting like what we have here.
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Has anyone ever heard of this or worked with it before?
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I’m choosing this approach tonight because it fits in situations where there isn’t one central
decision making point. In the case of the Downtown, there are many stakeholders who
have jurisdiction over different parts of the downtown. The City is one, but it isn’t the only
one. You are taking leadership to do some advanced thinking about the Downtown on
behalf of City Council, the even City Council won’t be able to implement everything on it’s
own. This approach paves the way for others to fill into a framework you create, endorsed
by the Council hopefully, and filled in by everyone who sees a role for themselves in it.
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Here’s another way to draw it out. Future planning never feels so straightforward as the
design on the left, but it is simpler if there is one main actor in the system you are talking
about…a non‐profit board discussing it’s own future, or planning an event.
There may be aspects of the Downtown ideas that do implement that way – in a simple,
linear fashion, but at the moment you’re still identifying all the parts of the system and how
to impact those…more like the drawing on the right.
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This is the way they talk about it. We won’t be this detailed tonight, but the gist is to
narrow down what is needed, what is possible, and then how to move toward it in a short
amount of time.
We’re just doing the first part tonight, which relies heavily on asking GOOD QUESTIONS
about the downtown first. I know many of you have answers that you are ready to share,
and we’ll be doing that in the SECOND half of the meeting tonight. First, I’m going to ask
you to figure out what the main issues are that you want to solve, and to frame them as
QUESTIONS. This is really a key step. Many of you may be already beyond this in your head
– knowing both questions and answers, but please hang with me here for another few
minutes so the whole group – and ultimately the whole community – can be with you in it
too.
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The first task for you tonight in small groups is to ask strategic questions about the
Downtown. Questions that have more than one answer, and that are on the More Powerful
side of the continuum. HOW you ask the question affects how you (and how the many
others involved in the Downtown) will answer it. Being as clear and as open as you can
about this part of the process will get to a more comprehensive solution in the end.
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Here’s an example of how framing an issue differently can lead to different types of
responses.
I made up this example…Parking may or may not be something you want to focus on.
Now, looking again at the list of issues brainstormed in May – are these still the things
you’d like to work on? Are there others you’d like to add? This is a first pass. There will be
time to add on, subtract, or combine later.
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Are these still the things you’d like to work on? Are there others you’d like to add?
This is a first pass. There will be time to add on, subtract, or combine later.

Small group work
• Get into small groups based the area of interest that you have.
• Let’s have at least 2 people per group, and no more than 4.
• If no one is interested in an area, set is aside to possibly incorporate later.
• For 10 minutes in your groups, Use the Issue Framing Worksheet as a guide for
discussing what the main area of focus is within each of these topical areas.
• What is the “Powerful Question” about Downtown that you are asking in relation
to this topic?
• What Solution Space does that define?
(It may help to think of what you DON’T want. What wouldn’t fit into this
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definition?)
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